PART THREE: Impromptu Performance Task

2.00 p.m. Wednesday 7 November 2018

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

Here is the prescribed impromptu performance task:

Improvise a scene in which, as a created character, you narrate and play an incident where an everyday action had unexpected results for two characters as well as yourself.

You must play all three characters.

You need to indicate a likely final outcome for the incident.

In your justification to camera, explain how you manipulated elements of drama to make the scene.

The content and context of your scene must not relate to any material already presented.

You have TWO minutes to plan your performance. You may use pen and paper to plan, but not in your performance or your justification that follows it.

The scene is not to exceed TWO minutes in length.

THE SUPERVISOR WILL TAKE BACK THIS CARD AFTER YOUR PERFORMANCE AND YOUR JUSTIFICATION TO CAMERA.